
MAIO MVP launch at the 
IOT Tribe North - Director's Cut event 

Exciting first public viewing of Smartia Ltd's AI & Data Framework MAIO
Minimum Viable Product (MVP). Launched at the IOT Tribe North - The
Director's Cut event on 23rd May 2019, at the Barnsley Digital Media Centre.  
 

To learn more please get in touch by emailing info@smartia.tech 

 
3rd Annual India-UK Tech Summit 

Smartia are presenting and exhibiting at the London Tech Week: India-UK Tech
Summit on Wednesday 12th June at the Jumeirah Carlton Tower.

Click on the image for further information and to register



 
96% of organisations run into problems with 

AI and Machine Learning projects

The worldwide spending on artificial intelligence (AI) systems is predicted to hit $35.8
billion in 2019, according to IDC. This increased spending is no surprise: With digital
transformation initiatives critical for business survival, companies are making large
investments in advanced technologies. 
 
However, nearly eight out of 10 organisations engaged in AI and machine learning
said that projects have stalled, according to a Dimensional Research report. The
majority (96%) of these organisations said they have run into problems with data
quality, data labelling necessary to train AI, and building model confidence.

Click on the image to get the full story from techrepublic.com

https://www.smartia.tech/news/london-tech-week-india-uk-tech-summit


What’s Ahead for Manufacturing AI
 
A new generation of point artificial intelligence solutions will prove themselves
in the near future. They’ll build new trust, urgency and understanding of what
‘AI’ actually is and just how much it can deliver. Voice-driven solutions will lead
the charge. And we’ll see pick-and-place robots in smart warehouses delivering
a major competitive edge, as companies advance their use of Robotic Process
Automation.    
 
Here are my three key predictions for AI in manufacturing.  
 

Click on the image to get the full story from industryweek.com

https://www.techrepublic.com/article/96-of-organizations-run-into-problems-with-ai-and-machine-learning-projects/


8 things every school must do to prepare 
for the 4th Industrial Revolution

 
Corporate leaders aren’t the only ones who need to consider how to adjust to
the new world the 4th Industrial Revolution is ushering in. Educators, schools,
government officials, and parents must re-think education and how to prepare
the next generation to take advantage of the plethora of opportunities and
overcome the challenges enabled by ever-increasing technological change.
Here are some of the changes happening because of the 4th Industrial
Revolution and eight things every school must do to prepare for the 4th
Industrial Revolution. 
 

Click on the image to get the full story from forbes.com

https://www.industryweek.com/technology-and-iiot/what-s-ahead-manufacturing-ai
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2019/05/22/8-things-every-school-must-do-to-prepare-for-the-4th-industrial-revolution/#60ed9b0b670c


About Smartia... 

 

Catch you next time...!
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